MonsterONE Overview: What Is So Special About
This Web-Design Subscription Service?
The Internet offers a significant number of subscription services. It is impossible to review each
of them. For this reason, our choice fell on MonsterONE. Today, we are going to look through its
main details and decide whether it meets your satisfaction. Let us start getting familiar with the
subscription here and now.

What is MonsterONE and What Ingredients Does it Have?

MonsterONE is a universal subscription service that includes a complex of high-quality digital
assets. At first glance, it might seem that this toolbox meets the needs only of those engaged in
the web-design sphere. However, it is not true. MonsterONE has a bigger audience that
involves different groups of users.
1. Web-developers have a chance to accept more custom projects, thanks to a wide range
of website templates.
2. Marketers will be ready to launch effective promotional campaigns using a bunch of
social media templates.
3. Bloggers and content managers have a chance to download stock media for their posts.
4. Graphic illustrators and designers have access to a huge category with beautifullydesigned graphic items for various goals.
5. Business owners can download all the desired ready-made solutions to update their
existing online-project and grow the audience.

As you can understand, the subscription is an all-in-one assistant that can solve a great many
problems. It means that MonsterONE has more benefits than you have already imagined.

How Does MonsterONE Distinguish Itself from Its Competitors?

To start with, these are unlimited downloads. Do you want to download all the possible items
and gather an impressive toolkit? As long as your license works, forget about restrictions. It will
take you nothing to get all the ready-made solutions and use the desired templates on limitless
domains.
In addition to this, it is impossible to forget about an incredible support team that works 24/7.
Thanks to these professionals, you can learn answers to all the subscription-related questions.
You are free to get in touch with a manager using different methods.
MonsterONE has an interest in collaborating with other popular companies. For this reason, the
number of its partners is going to grow. Nowadays, it works with Draftium Mockup PRO. It is a
prototyping tool that is perfect for those who need to work with their team and clients. After
subscribing to the service, you will be ready to use this instrument for one year without paying
money.

What Are the Plans Provided by MonsterONE?

Without a doubt, different people have different budgets. For this reason, finding favor in the
eyes of multiple users is crucial. MonsterONE is ready to help those who have a limited budget.
It has launched a wonderful plan that enables downloading free digital items. Its assortment is
smaller than the assortment of three paid plans. However, it allows working with some basic
instruments and giving a try to the subscription. As an example, you will be ready to download
the following digital assets:
● resumes;
● certificates;
● backgrounds;
● illustrations;
● social media templates;
● presentation templates;
● HTML and CMS templates;
● WordPress themes;

●

and others.

Three Paid Plans from MonsterONE

We have already mentioned that the subscription also has three paid plans. To make it easier
for you to memorize info about them, we created a small table. It will tell you about their filling,
pricing, and additional advantages.
Creative $82

All-in-One $179

All-in-One (Lifetime) $599

Graphic and design assets

WordPress and CMS themes

WordPress and CMS themes

Presentation templates

eCommerce themes

eCommerce themes

Video and audio assets

Plugins

Plugins

Unlimited projects

Graphic and design assets

Graphic and design assets

One-year technical support

Presentation templates

Presentation templates

Video and audio assets

Video and audio assets

Unlimited projects

Unlimited projects

One-year technical support

One-year technical support
Unlimited lifetime access

Other Benefits That MonsterONE Prepares for You
1. MonsterONE makes it possible to increase your passive income. It is effortless if you
have a decent web-resource with a big audience. In this case, you have the freedom to
join the MonsterONE Affiliate Program. It is a chance to earn a 30% commission from
every client you refer to the subscription. You need to share a bunch of referral links with
your special ID. After this, you will be ready to track the statistics, use various
promotional instruments, and receive pieces of advice from the affiliate manager. If you
are an author of the TemplateMonster Marketplace, the commission can grow up to

95%.

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/fc1QvYsHN5M"
title="YouTube video player" frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; clipboardwrite; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture" allowfullscreen></iframe>
2. You can also get discounts on different assets which are not included in MonsterONE. It
will be 35% OFF.
3. Do not forget that the assortment of products continues to grow. The team chooses all
the ready-made solutions very carefully and shares only the most highly-evaluated
items. You can also download a lot of best-selling items, including Monstroid2,
Woostroid2, and others.

What Products Are Waiting for You Inside of MonsterONE?
You have already gotten familiar with some ready-made solutions to which MonsterONE grants
access. However, it is better to provide you with structured info about them.

WordPress Themes

WordPress themes are perfect for different popular niches. They have a wide range of
functions. As an example, these are a fully-responsive design, galleries, slideshows, megamenu, contact forms, and many others.

eCommerce, CMS, and HTML templates

Thanks to these ready-made templates, you are free to create different types of sites. These are
online-stores, admin and landing pages, newsletters, and many others. They have a social
sharing function, product carousels, banners, and many other useful options.

Plugins and Addons

Thanks to plugins and addons for PrestaShop, it takes nothing to enhance the functionality of
your online shop. As an example, it is possible to add a product manager, search, sliders,
lookbook, and other options.

Graphics and Presentation Templates

The category of graphics will provide you with logos, icon sets, illustrations, fonts, product
mockups, patterns, and other items.

Video and Audio

This category includes different stock videos and audio. It also includes a bunch of effects for
the most popular software.

Stock Images

The number of stock images exceeds one million. You will find an amazingly big assortment for
the most popular topics and niches.

A Few Words in Conclusion
One of the most challenging parts connected with web-design or development is about
collecting a perfect toolkit. However, everything turns out to be easier when you can download
digital products unlimitedly. MonsterONE provides the greatest value not only for this sphere.
People who work in marketing, blogging, and graphic design will be happy to get access to
thousands of assets. Furthermore, the subscription has more advantages. It is a chance to add
an extra revenue stream, get in touch with the support team, and get exclusive offers. We hope
that you have managed to understand whether MonsterONE is helpful for you or not. Thanks for
reading!

